Coste-Manière, È. et al: Optimized port placement for the totally endoscopic coronary artery bypass grafting using the da Vinci robotic system [2] Selha, S.D. et al: Dexterity optimization by port placement in robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery [3] Two major disadvantages:
Time 
Pre-operative CT & Marker Extraction
Placement of CT-visible fiducials (markers) on the patient's thorax CT of the patient using retrospective ECGgating and contrast agent Automatic marker extraction by thresholding and morphological operators [11] chair for computer aided medical procedures & department of cardiothoracic surgery | wwwnavab.cs.tum.edu
Automatic Patient Registration
Automatic detection of each fiducial in the endoscope images during endoscope movements [12] Automatic reconstruction of its 3D position based on triangulation [13] [14] [15] , using the current tracking data and previously computed camera parameters Automatic computation of point correspondences by distance-weighted graph matching [16] Automatic computation of the rigid transformation between the CT and tracking coordinate system using a dual quaternions approach [17] Novel and fast method to accurately register patients to their CT data 
Intra-operative Port Placement and Simulation
Virtual endoscopy prior to the intervention:
Real, augmented, and virtual mode available from any camera pose Possibility to move a virtual camera with 0°or 30°optics into the patient to verify the current port (not only applicable to the endoscope, but also to instruments) Improved intra-operative navigation by zooming in and out the current view No segmentation due to GPU based direct volume rendering of the CT Provision of transfer functions to realistically map image intensities to natural and more intuitive colors 
